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Leadership: a matter of vision?

https://hbr.org/2020/04/the-psychology-behind-effective-crisis-leadership

When a leader’s appeal rests on a vision alone, 
leadership is not whole. And the limitations of such
visionary leadership become painfully obvious in times 
of crisis, uncertainty, or radical change. Take the 
coronavirus pandemic. No one had anything like it in 
their “Vision 2020.” Crises always test visions, and 
most don’t survive. Because when there’s a fire in a 
factory, a sudden drop in revenues, a natural disaster, 
we don’t need a call to action. We are already
motivated to move, but we often flail. 

What we need is a type of holding, so that we can
move purposefully.
What do I mean by holding? ... It describes the way
another person, often an authority figure, contains and 
interprets what’s happening in times of uncertainty. 
Containing refers to the ability to soothe distress and 
interpreting to the ability to help others make sense of 
a confusing predicament.
That work is as important as inspiring others. In fact, it
is a precondition for doing so.

https://www.bloomberg.com/opinion/articles/2020-03-24/panic-working-at-home-through-coronavirus-will-lead-to-burnout


Leadership in a crisis

• Hold on -> a solid and solidary executive group, shared leadership
• Provide a framework -> put in place an organization with clear role attribution: who decides

what? Respective roles of experts and managers
• Give meaning -> values and mission, explain what can be explained (data) and acknowledge

uncertainty
• Provide support and reassurance -> be present, no false reassurance
• Provide an orientation (direction) -> communicate, communicate, communicate
• Help one’s colleagues to stick together -> active listening, availability



COVID in the HUG

• 4700 COVID patients in 12 months
• Mean age 65 years
• Overall survival rate 86% (intensive 

care around 80%) 
• Peak number of patients 

• 1st wave 460 patients
• 2nd wave 600 patients

500
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Acute care 
95%

Intermediate
care 30%

Intensive
care 7%



COVID and agility

• Overall hospital capacity for COVID 
patients x7 in 3 weeks!

2nd wave

3 weeks



Shared leadership, specific roles

Directrice

Madame Brigitte RORIVE FEYTMANS

a.i.

Madame Agnès REFFET

Link with politics and board of trustees
Strategy and coordination

Operational coordination

Management fo the Faculty of Medicine

Back-office (essential…)

HR policy
Resource management with medical 
and nursing director

Internal and external communication



Leadership in a crisis situation

• Hold fast -> a solid and solidary executive group, shared leadership
• Provide a framework -> put in place an organization with clear role attribution: who

decides what? Respective roles of experts and managers
• Give meaning -> values and mission, explain what can be explained (data) and 

acknowledge uncertainty
• Provide support and reassurance -> be present, no false reassurance
• Provide an orientation (direction) -> communicate, communicate, communicate
• Help one’s colleagues to stick together -> active listening, availability
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Leadership in a crisis situation

• Hold fast -> a solid and solidary executive group, shared leadership
• Provide a framework -> put in place an organization with clear role attribution: who

decides what? Respective roles of experts and managers
• Give meaning -> values and mission, explain what can be explained (data) and 

acknowledge uncertainty
• Provide support and reassurance -> be present, no false reassurance
• Provide an orientation (direction) -> communicate, communicate, communicate
• Help one’s colleagues to stick together -> active listening, availability



Experts… versus decision makers

Alain Berset, Conseiller fédéral



Definition of “post-COVID” status: a scientific or manager decision?

Contamination of 
non-COVID patients

Inhospital flow blockade
Lack of COVID beds

Non contagious -> patient transferable 
to nonCOVID unit

Risk balance

RT-PCR for every patient?
Or just time with symptoms?
According to disease severity?

?



HUG expert 
guidelines 
group

Post-COVID for moderate to severe COVID disease :
• >14 days after beginning of symptoms and >48 hours without

respiratory symptoms
• no RT-PCR required
Decision ratified by HUG executive committee after thorough
discussions with expert group



Leadership in a crisis situation

• Hold fast -> a solid and solidary executive group, shared leadership
• Provide a framework -> put in place an organization with clear role attribution: who

decides what? Respective role of experts and managers
• Give meaning -> values and mission, explain what can be explained (data) and 

acknowledge uncertainty
• Provide support and reassurance -> be present, no false reassurance
• Provide an orientation (direction) -> communicate, communicate, communicate
• Help one’s colleagues to stick together -> active listening, availability



Values and mission: will we be able to admit and care for all 
patients?



Explicit fair treatment allocation and triage policy

• Video by medical and nursing director (Intra-
and Internet)

• Pledge to go to extreme lengths to avoid
triage

• Clear explanation of criterai that would lead 
to triage and how this would be applied



Ethics support group

Direction/service Representative

Medical directorate (presidency) Pre Klara Posfay Barbe

Nursing directorate Mme Sandra Merkli

Clinical ethics council Dre Madeleine Mirabaud
(présidente)

Emergency departement Pr François Sarasin

Intensive care service Dr Raphaël Giraud

Intenral medicine and 
intermediate care

Dr Christophe Marti

Anesthesiology service Pr Eduardo Schiffer

Mandate
• Ensure appropriate application of ASSM triage criteria for admission to ICU (ASSM)
• Apply the criteria according to the evolution of the epidemic
• In case of aplication of stage A or B criteria, inform ASSM
• Answer questions by collaborators on the topic of triage



Acknowledge uncertainty
Dans le fond, on déconfine à tâtons…
- C’est vrai. C’est d’ailleurs l’un des grands 
marqueurs de cette crise: nous devons 
apprendre à vivre dans un monde dominé 
par l’incertitude, où beaucoup de choses 
ne sont pas claires et dans lequel 
beaucoup de questions restent sans 
réponses. Nous n’étions plus habitués à 
cela. 
Aujourd’hui, j’ai affaire à des gens qui me 
disent: «Alors, ce virus, c’est comme ci ou 
c’est comme ça?» Je réponds qu’on ne sait 
pas. Cela appelle à beaucoup de modestie 
face à la situation, à rester ouvert, très 
flexible.
Mais de grâce, n’oublions jamais les 
peines, les souffrances et les douleurs que 
la pandémie a déjà générées.

www.illustre.ch/magazine/alain-berset-ca-va-durer-assez-longtemps

Alain Berset, L’Illustré, 29 avril 2020



• Plain surgical or FFP2 face masks?
• Ocular protection or not? If yes, visor or 

plain glasses (or both)?
• Simple or waterproof gown?
• Headwear or not?
• Astronaut costume?

• Answers often dogmatig rather than 
pragmatic

• Heavy influence of equipment avilability …
• Recommendations regularly “exceeded” by 

health workers in the field

How to protect health workers: the great uncertainty…

Ambulances

Emergency 
department



Leadership in a crisis situation

• Hold fast -> a solid and solidary executive group, shared leadership
• Provide a framework -> put in place an organization with clear role attribution: who

decides what? Respective roles of experts and managers
• Give meaning -> values and mission, explain what can be explained (data) and 

acknowledge uncertainty
• Provide support and reassurance -> be present, no false reassurance
• Provide an orientation (direction) -> communicate, communicate, communicate
• Help one’s colleagues to stick together -> active listening, availability



Reassuring is not affirming…

Find the right balance between catastrophism and angelism

Share doubts when appropriate, and know when to keep them to 
yourself  

Ex. of supplies…

Tintin et l’étoile mystérieuse

?



The importance of communication
Intranet
• Videos
• 300 reports, internal or general news
• Daily update
• Intranet groupe dedicated to COVID
Internet www.hug.ch/coronavirus/
• 300 videos FAQs with experts
Social networks
• 13’000’000 views

HUG communication team filming

Key role: Everyone must have the same level of information. The 
very rapid evolution results in frequent apparent contradictions



Preserve cohesion (help people to stick together)

Those who work day and night…

Those who are sidelined…

The big divide!



Informal leadership

• Quick visit to a colleague’s office at the end of the day
• A simple phone call in the evening or during the weekend
• 2 minutes at the end of a meeting to check on a colleague (“by the way,  

how are you doing”)
• Blue Helmet sessions

• A crisis is always a human adventure lived by humans and with other 
humans

• Humans will be humans…



What now?

• The worst is over, but…
• Collaborators are tired, and sometimes disillusioned – absenteeism
• The machine is still not firing on all cylinders

• How to convey strength? Enthusiasm? Hope? Purpose?

Repairman Doctor



THANKS
to all my colleagues from top to bottom and bottom to top, and 

particularly to those on the front line

Leadership in a crisis is holding on for oneself and others, 
supporting everyone, and hoping and coping with 

uncertainty and adversity
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